
AWARDS
Wine Spectator: 87 - 90 | Decanter: 92 | Jean-marc Quarin: 15,75 | Jancis
Robinson: 17 | Neal Martin / Wine Advocate: 91 - 93 | Wine Enthusiast : 93 -
95 | James Suckling: 93

Château LA TOUR CARNET 2016
HAUT MEDOC - 4EME CRU CLASSE

- CONSULTANT WINEMAKER : Michel ROLLAND -

OVERVIEW
On the road to Saint-Julien-Beychevelle, the impressive tower of Château La
Tour Carnet rises in the axis of a monumental gate. Château La Tour Carnet
dates back to the 12th century and is one of the oldest estates in the Médoc
region. The medieval architecture features a tower built in 1120 and the
château is surrounded by a moat. La Tour Carnet has had several illustrious
owners, including the family of Michel de Montaigne, one of the greatest
French philosophers and twice-elected Mayor of Bordeaux. The vineyard of
Château La Tour Carnet was planted there in 1407.

VINEYARD
Soil: Clay subsoil with a large proportion of limestone covered by a deep
layer of Günz gravel
Surface: 112 hectares
Average age of the vineyard: 30 years
Grape varieties: 61% Merlot / 35% Cabernet Sauvignon / 3% Petit Verdot
/ 1% Cabernet Franc

MAKING PROCESS
First sorting in the vineyard. Manual sorting in a vibrating table before and
after destemming. Cooling off of the harvest through a cryogenic tunnel
freezer. Vatting by gravity. Fermentation in wooden vats and small capacity
concrete tanks. Cold pre-fermentation maceration (8°C). Manual punching
down. Alcoholic fermentation at low temperature (28°C). Maceration for 25-
35 days. Ageing for 18 months in oak barrels, with 30% new oak.

TASTING NOTE
Very dark and bright purple colour. It is a ripe and seductive wine with very
ripe black cherry, plum, licorice, wood smoke and tobacco notes. The
tannins are supple and silky with generous and ripe fruit flavours. A robust,
concentrated, round and fleshy wine.

MATCHING FOOD
Serve at 17-18°C with slivers of duck and morels, sweetbreads of veal and
madère sauce, or with grilled on vine shoots beef prime rib, along with
brown potatoes. This wine will be perfect with chocolate or red fruits
desserts.

AGEING POTENTIAL
More than 15 years
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